
	  

	  

	  
	  

	  
One of Sylvester's large format photographs that choreograph a fantasy worthy of a fashion spread. When Will I 
Learn (2014); Courtesy the artist and Sullivan + Strumpf Gallery 
 

Darren Sylvester has just returned from New York where he worked with Whitney 
Biennale artist Bjarne Melgaard on a shoot for V Magazine (due for publication later this 
year), back-to-back with a solo exhibition at Sydney gallery, Sullivan + Strumpf, and an 
interactive lightwork for the launch of the new MINI in Australia – joining an alumni of 
artists globally badging the company with an art edge – before heading to Tasmania to 
perform at MOFO.   
 
Sylvester is living the trans-continental “glam” set shoulder to shoulder with a hip music 
scene. It is the kind of career artists dream about.  



His success, however, wells from his ability to expand and mine a multi-disciplinary 
approach to working across mediums and artforms. 
His current exhibition, Dreams End With You, is case in point; it pulls together  large 
format, narrative-driven photography, a suite of paintings composed of gloss enamel on 
powder-coated aluminium, and a "fantastical" sculpture that is more like a man-made 
science lab simulation of the Moon than art. 

 
 

	  
Hard To Say Iʼm Sorry (2014); Courtesy the artist and Sullivan + 
Strumpf Gallery 

	  
Sylvesterʼs paintings continue from his Melbourne Now piece, For You, using the current Yves 
Saint Laurent make-up palettes. Appropriately titled Foundations, these paintings correspond to 
the foundation colours of four major cosmetic companies – Chanel, MAC, Lancôme and Shu 
Uemura – while also evoking desert-scapes and kitsch colour sands in bottles. ʼThey thematically 
embed notions of aging, mortality and consumer culture, pointing towards mankindʼs ever-present 
urge to defy, or delay, deathʼ, explained a gallery statement. 
 
In a similar way Sylvesterʼs new photographs are like pop songs, and their unfolding of a scenario 
or universal story; more ʻsculptural in construction than their tightly choreographed predecessorsʼ, 
added the gallery. Typically, they evoke a dream-like world: a woman stands besides the last 
made French Citroën, a punk girl before a cartoon moon, a man in a Chanel store and swimmers 
float on an ocean. Their sloganish titles point to aspirations of perfect futures. 
 
 



              
A New Life For Us (2014), one of Sylvester's large inkjet print that takes on the vernacular of advertising in 
scale and gloss. Courtesy the artist and Sullivan + Strumpf 
 

 



            
Anytime but now (2014) makes up the suite of new photographs in Sylvester's show at Sullivan + Strumpf 
Gallery 
 
This fabrication of the image is increasingly a trademark of Sylvester, in sync with the arbitors of 
fashion and hipdom from their world they examine. It is something MINI picked up in Sylvesterʼs 
work at Melbourne Now, resulting in the commissioning of him to style their biggest launch in over 
ten years to mark the release of a new model in both Melbourne and Sydney. 
The project was an interactive, illuminated dance floor, which was activated by dancers from the 
Australian Ballet to audience alike. 
 
Sylvester worked with award winning design practice Eness (White Night, Cirque du Soleil) on the 
project; and while it sat within a more commercial realm than his concurrent solo exhibition, this 
collision of art and music continues to define Sylvester oeuvre in exciting ways.  
 

 
	  


